Information
& Intelligence

Using a combination of open and in-country information sources to produce an in-depth
assessment, NYA can give you detailed background knowledge to make informed decisions.

About NYA

It is critical to understand the security risks to personnel, assets and
operations when investing and working in demanding and difficult

NYA International is a global

environments.

risk and crisis management
consultancy.
For over 25 years we have
helped organisations to
maximise opportunities and
operate successfully in
challenging environments
around the world.

NYA produces a range of information and intelligence products, using
both open source and in-country contact resources, to help
organisations maintain situation awareness and aid timely and
informed decision making.
We tailor our analysis, providing detailed city, country and regionally
focused reports according to specific requirements. These assess
indigenous political and security risks and harness NYA’s extensive
regional consultant network – providing a timely and accurate
assessment of the risks to people and operations on the ground.
Kidnap & ransom reports
Our kidnap & ransom reports cover the nature of the risk, trends and
high-risk areas within cities, regions and countries of interest. These
reports can be produced on request and are tailored to specific
requirements.
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Contact us

Security reports

info@nyainternational.com

Our detailed, bespoke security reports provide an in-depth
understanding of the wider security concerns in a city, region or
country of concern, including crime, extortion, political and civil unrest,
ethnic and sectarian violence, terrorism, insurgency, health and
natural hazards.

Tel: +44 207 291 7700
www.nyainternational.com
NYAIntl

Land flash reports
NYA's Operations Centre monitors events in countries as they unfold
and provides 24/7 flash reports for countries of interest. These short
reports notify the reader of an event location and description and
include terrorist attacks, civil unrest and other disruptive actions.
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